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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Outstanding Actor:
Seven Keys to Success, Kenneth Rea, The Outstanding Actor is distilled from 30 years' teaching and
research at the Guildhall School of Music & Drama, where acting tutor, Ken Rea trained some of the
high-profile actors including Ewan McGregor, Orlando Bloom, Joseph Fiennes, Damian Lewis,
Hayley Atwell and Daniel Craig. The book uncovers what these people, and many stars like them,
were doing that made them successful and offers suggestions for how actors can adopt these traits
and qualities to influence their own careers. Drawing on teaching experience and research as well
as interviews with top actors and directors, the book identifies seven key qualities that outstanding
actors manifest and the key exercises that help nurture those qualities. The focus of the book is not
the core competences (voice, movement, acting process) but the qualities on top of those which
make someone truly outstanding. Blending discussion, interviews and practical exercises, the book
gives techniques that actors can immediately put into practice: in rehearsals, classes, workshops or
their own private preparation for a role, as well as how they can increase their chances of having a
more successful, fulfilling...
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ReviewsReviews

The best ebook i possibly read. I have go through and i also am sure that i am going to planning to read once again again later on. Its been printed in an
extremely simple way which is simply after i finished reading through this ebook by which basically changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Telly Hessel-- Telly Hessel

This sort of ebook is everything and made me hunting ahead of time and more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out
this publication from my dad and i suggested this publication to discover.
-- Judg e Mills-- Judg e Mills
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